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Product Information 

ACID ETCHING CONCRETE WITH CLARK  
CRETEAWAY HS 
  

In order for any coating system to succeed on concrete, the surface must be 
clean, dry and free from dust and loose material. 
 
New concrete should be allowed to be cured for 28 days minimum and must have 
a moisture content of less than 15%. A test can be conducted which includes 
taping a clear plastic sheet onto the concrete and leaving it for 24 hours. If 
condensation forms on the underside of the plastic sheet, then moisture content 
may be too high for successful coating adhesion. 
 
Old concrete must be clean and dust free. Any oil or grease must be removed 
using a suitable degreasing solution, such as CLARK ECODEGREASER, prior to 
acid etching with CLARK CRETEAWAY HS. 
 
Using an acid etch solution such as CLARK CRETEAWAY HS removes loose 
friable material, such as laitance from the surface of the concrete. Laitance is fine 
cement and aggregate particles that float to the surface of new concrete during 
the toweling process. 
 
u  HAZARDS:  

Corrosive material. (Contains phosphoric acid). Avoid contact with skin or eyes.  Harmful 
if swallowed. Keep out of reach of children. 
Wear suitable gloves, goggles and footwear to ensure that product does not come into 
contact with skin. Use plastic masking tape and plastic protective sheets to prevent 
damage to buildings and machinery. 
  
u  ETCHING PROCESS:  

1. Dilute CLARK CRETEAWAY HS 1:4 with clean water. 
2. Using a plastic watering can, flood the surface to be cleaned with the diluted 

CLARK CRETEAAWY HS with a spreading rate of 10m2/lt. Product may fizz on 
the concrete; this is normal and indicates that the product is working. 

3. Spread the acid on the surface with a yard broom; do not allow the surface to dry 
prior to rinsing away. 

4. Once fizzing has stopped, or after 10 minutes, flood the surface with clean water 
to remove spent acid solution and removed cementitous material. 
Note: Flushings are not to be washed down storm water drains. When using the 
product inside product and product water flushing can be removed using 
industrial vacuum equipment. 

5. Ensure that the surface is thoroughly dried prior to painting.   
 
 
u  PACK SIZES:  

CRETEAWAY HS is available in the following packages: 
• 20L Jerry can ASK2811 
• 200L Drum ASN2811 


